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Abstract: This paper investigated whether predictability-based adjustments in pro-
duction have listener-oriented consequences in perception. By manipulating the
acoustic features of a target syllable in different predictability contexts in German,
we tested 40 listeners’ perceptual preference for the manipulation. Four source
words underwent acoustic modifications on the target syllable. Our results revealed
a general preference for the original (unmodified) version over the modified one.
However, listeners generally favored the unmodified version more when the source
word had a higher predictable context compared to a less predictable one. The re-
sults showed that predictability-based adjustments have perceptual consequences
and that listeners have predictability-based expectations in perception.

1 Introduction

Speakers tend to produce more reduced forms or shorter duration for probable, and thus pre-
dictable, messages or conversely lengthen the phonetic form of less predictable ones [1, 2, 3].
Highly predictable syllables are also shortened and have a smaller intensity range than unpre-
dictable ones [4]. This predictability effect has been extensively studied across various lan-
guages and linguistic levels [5, 6]. Predictability modifications have been observed at the word
[7], morpheme [8], syllable [6], and phoneme levels [9], and their interactions [10]. Several
measures to quantify predictability of a message have been proposed [11]. One of them is sur-
prisal. Surprisal captures the intuition that linguistic expressions that are highly predictable in
a given context convey less information than those that are unexpected. Surprisal is defined as
the contextual predictability of a unit, given its preceding (or following) units, using Equation
(1) where S stands for surprisal and P for probability:

S(Uniti) =−log2P(Uniti|Context) (1)

The surprisal-based acoustic adjustments observed in speech production are often consid-
ered a speaker-oriented strategy to minimize articulatory effort [12]. However, these adjust-
ments also bear perceptual consequences for listeners, as the speaker-listener dyad functions
as a cohesive entity. While some studies report the facilitatory effect of surprisal in perception
[13], others find contrasting results, especially in noisy listening conditions [14]. Despite these
discrepancies, the role of surprisal in perception remains significant [15, 16].

Given the surprisal-based modifications of acoustic features in production in [4], it fol-
lows to raise questions about their perceptual consequences on listeners’ phonetic expecta-
tions. The present study investigated whether the surprisal-based adjustment in production
has listener-oriented consequences in perception. By manipulating the acoustic features of a
target consonant–vowel (CV) syllable in two different surprisal contexts in German, we tested
listeners’ perceptual preference for the manipulation. We hypothesized that listeners expect and
prefer acoustic features of a target CV syllable that are congruent with its surprisal context.
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2 Method

2.1 Material / stimuli

We used four polysyllabic German words as source words (Table 1), a subset of the stimuli
used in [4]. The selected subset has a modal voice quality. A word-medial CV syllable in these
words differed in terms of surprisal, which is estimated as the negative log probability of the
target syllable, given two preceding syllables. This resulted in source words containing a low-
surprisal (LS) or high-surprisal (HS) target syllable. Each source word was used to construct
a pair of unmodified vs. modified versions. In the modified version, the target syllable was
acoustically manipulated with respect to fundamental frequency, duration, and intensity range,
guided by the production patterns reported in [4]. For instance, the low-surprisal target syllable
/bo:/ in “Einfuhrverbote” was manipulated to resemble its corresponding high-surprisal coun-
terpart. Similarly, a high-surprisal target syllable was modified to resemble its low-surprisal
counterpart. Therefore, acoustic modification resulted in incongruence of expected surprisal.
We used Audacity to adjust the intensity range and Praat to modify F0 and duration.

Following the modification, a naturalness rating experiment was conducted to ensure the
absence of any audible artifacts that could influence listeners’ preferences in the test. Partici-
pants were instructed to rate the naturalness of the signal on a scale ranging from 0 (unnatural)
to 5 (natural). All stimuli received consistently high naturalness ratings from a group of 20 Ger-
man listeners. Subsequently, we aimed to determine a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that would
create a challenging listening condition for participants, preventing ceiling performance while
avoiding excessive difficulty. To achieve this, we conducted an experiment to identify the opti-
mal SNR fitting this criterion. Stimuli were presented at three different SNR levels: 5 dB, 0 dB,
and -5 dB besides quiet listening condition. The experiment indicated that -5 dB constituted a
challenging listening scenario. In summary, four source words (2 LS, 2 HS) underwent acoustic
modifications on the target syllable, and we chose a -5 dB SNR for the noise listening condition
in the final experiment.

Table 1 – The source words used as a base for the acoustic modification.

Source word Target syllable Surprisal type Modification direction
Einfuhrverbote [bo:] low surprisal enhancement
Sprachmodule [du:] low surprisal enhancement
Berufsbonus [bo:] high surprisal reduction
bedudelt [du:] high surprisal reduction

2.2 Participants

We recruited 40 German listeners (age range, 20–39 years; mean age 30 years, s.d. = 5.3;
20 females), registered as “participants” on the Prolific website. Participants had not seen the
stimuli before. None of the participants reported any hearing problems. They received monetary
compensation for taking part in the perception study. Participants were naive with regard to the
experimental purpose.

2.3 Experimental procedures

A listening preference task was carried out online on Prolific. The perception experiment was
designed and constructed using Labvanced. It contained two listening blocks representing the
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Figure 1 – The main interface for the perceptual experiment displaying a listening preference task.
Participants were presented with two questions: 1) ’Which version is better?’ and 2) ’To what degree?’

two listening conditions: Quiet and Noise. Each block consisted of 8 trials. Each trial contained
two acoustic versions of a polysyllabic word: the unmodified (original) version and its modi-
fied counterpart. To eliminate order effects, the presentation order of the original and modified
versions was counterbalanced for every word pair. This counterbalancing involved presenting
the original version first in some trials and the modified version first in others, ensuring an un-
biased participant preference. Participants were instructed to indicate their listening preference
for one of the two versions. The task involved responding to two key questions: 1) "Which
version is better?" and 2) "To what degree?" (Figure 1). Following the listening preference
task, participants completed a questionnaire concerning their language background and musical
training. This additional information aimed to gather insights into potential factors influencing
participants’ preferences.

2.4 Data analysis

The data were analyzed using a mixed-effects logistic regression model to investigate the rela-
tionship between the dependent variable, "preference", and several independent variables. The
model was specified as follows: glmer(preference ~ Listening condition + Surprisal type+ Order
+ (1 | Subject ID) + (1 | Word) , family = binomial).

The fixed factors were 2 two-level factors: (1) listening condition (Quiet or Noise), and
(2) Surprisal type (LS or HS), representing the primary factors of interest. We added Order
as a covariate. Additionally, random intercepts were incorporated for both Subject ID and
Word to account for potential variability at the individual subject and word levels. The logistic
regression model, implemented using the glmer function from the lme4 package in R [17],
assumes a binomial family to accommodate the binary nature of the dependent variable.

3 Results

Figure 2 illustrates how listener preferences vary across different surprisal types in both quiet
and noisy listening conditions. The x-axis represents these surprisal types (low surpisal and high
surprisal), while the y-axis denotes the corresponding listener preference for the unmodified
(original) version. In the analysis of listener preferences, several factors emerged as significant
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Figure 2 – The percentage of choosing the original version as a function of listening conditions and the
surprisal type (low surprisal and high surprisal)

Table 2 – Glmer model results for the fixed effects. The reference level for Listening-condition is Quiet,
for Surprisal type is LS, and for Order it is O1 (original-modified).

Estimate Std. error t Pr (>|t|)
Intercept 2,4243 0,2921 8,301 <2e-16 ***
Listening-condition in-noise -0,7437 0,2058 -3,614 0.000301***
Surprisal type HS -0.7066 0.2578 -2.741 0.00613**
Order O2 -0.4141 0.2029 -2.041 0.041243*

contributors. Firstly, the presence of noise significantly impacted preferences (Table 2, p =
.0003***), revealing that listener preference for the unmodified (original) version tended to
be lower in the noisy condition compared to the quiet condition. As stated before, the noise
listening condition was introduced to prevent ceiling performance. In a noisy setting, listeners
may encounter challenges in accurately processing and identifying acoustic features, leading to
a reduced preference for the unmodified version. This change in preference indicates a listener
adaptation to the acoustic challenges posed by the noisy condition. Turning to the surprisal type,
it also significantly influences the listeners’ preference (Table 2, p = .006**). Preference scores
indicated that listeners generally favored the unmodified version more when the source words
had low surprisal compared to high surprisal. Furthermore, we introduced the order of stimuli
within each trial as a covariate, revealing a statistically significant effect in our experiment.
Listeners’ preferences were lower when the original words appeared in the second position
(modified - original) (Table 2, p = .041243*). This order effect implies that the first member
serves as an auditory referent.
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4 Discussion and conclusion

Effective communication often involves finding a balance between speaker-oriented and listener-
oriented approaches. The current paper followed up on an observation in Ibrahim et al. [4] that
syllable-based surprisal has a significant effect on syllable duration. High-surprisal syllables
have longer duration than low-surprisal ones. Such surprisal-based acoustic adjustments are
often interpreted as a speaker-oriented strategy to minimize articulatory effort. In the current
study, we explored the perceptual consequence of this surprisal effect on listeners’ phonetic
expectations. Our investigation extended beyond the speaker-oriented perspective to assess
whether predictability also holds a listener-oriented dimension. Our study involved the manip-
ulation of acoustic features of a target CV syllable in two surprisal contexts in German.

In general, our findings indicate a preference among listeners for the unmodified (origi-
nal) version over the modified counterpart. The listener’s preference for the unmodified version
reflects an expectation or preference for the familiar, original acoustic features. Furthermore,
listeners generally favored the unmodified version more when the source words had low sur-
prisal compared to high surprisal. This shift in preference as a function of surprisal type holds
in both quiet and noise conditions (Figure 2). However, the tendency to prefer the original ver-
sion is lower in a high-surprisal than a low-surprisal syllable, suggesting that the listeners prefer
the incongruent version of the high-surprisal syllables more than the incongruent version of the
low-surprisal syllables. This arose perhaps because the direction of the acoustic modification
on a source high-surprisal syllable is to reduce acoustic features, whereas that on a source low-
surprisal syllable is to exaggerate acoustic features. This preference pattern could then suggest
a listener bias. The listeners tend to be more tolerant of acoustic reduction for the target sylla-
bles with high suprisal, but less so of acoustic enhancement for those with low suprisal. The
preference for the reduction variant therefore suggests that the effect of surprisal in production
might be driven by reduction, emphasizing the reduced articulatory effort view, rather than an
enhancement view that could be more listener-oriented.

In conclusion, our results highlight the perceptual consequences of surprisal-based adjust-
ments, indicating that listeners indeed possess surprisal-based expectations in perception. De-
spite an apparent bias towards reduced acoustic features, these findings contribute to our un-
derstanding of the intricate role of surprisal in shaping listener-oriented outcomes in speech
perception. Combining the current results with the results from the production experiment in
[4], we can argue that the effect of predictability is not solely speaker oriented behavior but
rather a balance between both speaker and listener oriented behavior.
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